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transfer

drawing installation
exhibition fin de siecle ii., curator: zala vida-
li, stolp škrlovec, kranj, slovenia
may 2018
with the help of matic potocnik

the installation is happening in two different 
spaces at the same time - inside the publically 
accessible exhibition space and in the artists’ 
private studio. the artist sends numerous scans of 
daily-produced drawings and texts that are printed 
in real-time, falling on the floor, being gradually 
pinned up on the wall. the project is under con-
stant construction, growing for the whole duration 
of the exhibition (22 days), making the usually in-
visible intensity of the creative process visible. 
the project is also questioning the institution of 
the exhibition as the works she produces are not 
in any way curated, selected or censored. with this 
the exhibition space opens up and changes. art is 
not hermetically closed, it is alive and direct. 



približevanje / approaching

interactive light installation
exhibition colors, curator: katerina mirovic,fes-
tival svetlobna gverila, cukrarna, ljubljana
may 2018
in collaboration with maja bojanic

the installation materialises the link between the 
artwork and the public. each artwork comes to life 
only when it is viewed/percepted by subjects. by 
triggering motion sensors, the viewer activates 
three rgb lights that brighten the surface of the 
piece, otherwise unseeable. without the viewers’ 
presence, the piece remains in the dark.



postala bom / i will become

video transmitted live performance
from dijon, france to modri kot, at rog, ljubljana
november 2016

in this piece the artist performs her own monolog 
that speaks about the tension between strength and 
weakness. the fragile state of the everyday ex-
istance in the society that expects only strength 
and firm positions from us, humans that seem invul-
nerable. this monolog is a prep talk, a desilusion 
of reality, transmitted via video from cca. 1000 km 
far, it anticipates and incorporates the technolog-
ical failure in its own existance and the topic the 
artist is elaborating on. the only documentation of 
this performance is this analog photograph of the 
artists face, projected onto a wall.



dissonar

sound performance
mentor/curator: jurij krpan
rampa lab, galerija kapelica, ljubljana, slovenia
13. 12. 2018
w/technical co-authorship: matic potocnik

the artist was present at an opening of another ex-
hibition, wearing dissonar on her head. 
it modulated the sound of the space in real-time, 
creating a soundscape, a sound sculpture from the 
material present. 

dissonar is an instrument that consists of a micro 
computer, two sonar sensors and a recording device.

the sonar sensors detect the distance/proximity of 
objects and people around - they were programmed 
to modulate the sound that was taken from the sur-
roundings, the noise of people talking and other 
present sounds of the space and people.

dissonar doesn’t work without being in an envi-
ronment filled with people - as it has nothing to 
react to. it is made as a tool that emphasizes the  
general, invisible things in our environment, to 
awaken our senses, our perception of sound and the 
material space. 



who cares?

series of events
modri kot, at rog, ljubljana, slovenia
weekly, april - july 2018

the events were structured as a debate circle, open 
to everybody. Most of the people that joined in 
were artists and philosophers, but also people from 
other fields were present. 

At Who cares? we were creating a space in which 
we could talk about ourselves, what interests we 
have in making art, we talk generally and person-
ally about the environment we live in, the chang-
es we notice, our (artistic) reactions to them. 
Through this event we were building a community of 
thinkers and doers in our local scene/environment, 
since we noticed the lack of the space where people 
can articulate their positions. We were constantly 
meta-thinking our conversations and searching for 
methods of efficient discursivity. We talked a lot 
about how can a human (and/or an artist) live and 
act in a more and more hateful and right-wing envi-
ronment, how  we can think about the present time 
and the future on a local and the global scale.



room for reflection

site-spectific installation
reflective surfaces, candles, chair
2 x 1,5 x 1,4 m
modri kot, at rog, ljubljana
february 2016

‘‘ FINNALY, THE SPACE WHERE I CAN REFLECT 
PEACEFULLY. ‘‘



breakings

black and white A4 print on cardboard
tryptich
1 x 1,68 m
2018

the initial photographs were enlarged from a very 
low pixelated image to a much bigger format. tak-
en from the material world, transmitted into the 
digital one and reassembled in the analog - they 
represent an analogy. broken glass particles that 
constitute the entirety of a window translated 
into pixels as tiny constructing particles of a 
bigger picture, reassembled to play with the view-
ers perception. from afar, the image looks clear, 
perfectly representing a picture of broken glass, 
as you approach it, the image gets distorted and 
fragmented.



crta / line

performance

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1eO0TtONQ_Cs6Gv5GzqM04kf04KlqUlF0

modri kot, at rog, ljubljana
february 2016

an improvised performance that speaks about the 
existance of lines, forms, their materiality vs. 
their abstraction in a conceptual matter. it is a 
performance, a lecture, made with rage and the dis-
ability to articulate and grasp this line in its 
broader sense. it also speaks about artistic free-
dom, the liberty of creation and the formalisation 
of it.



kaj je to? / what is this?

textual installation (slovenian language)
exhibition abstrakcija je na koncu tvoje cone ud-
obja, curator: petja grafenauer, galerija equrna, 
ljubljana
april 2018

this text, written by the artist herself, speaks 
about the young artists’ position in the systems’ 
repressive structures and proposes some thoughts 
that could bring creators of different fields clos-
er, in the end we are all living similar situa-
tions. It is a manifest, text as an artwork, elabo-
ration, a letter to the broader public etc. it does 
not cathegorise itself in a certain form, with its 
content it transgresses it.



orl+ (open research laboratory +)

experimental artist platform
modri kot & zelenica gallery, at rog,
ljubljana, slovenia
13. - 24. 8. 2018

#collaboration, #intervention, #invention, #art,
#public_space, #site_specific, #intermedia, 
#theory, #thought, #experiment, #other

ORL+ was proposed to the open public and invited 
artists from 6 different countries. It was struc-
tured as a not-yet-defined platform that happens 
between individuals from different backgrounds and 
interests that find themselves at the same place 
and time. 

Working together for 11 days, we were construct-
ing new models of collaboration while making art, 
learning from eachother, taking decisions in a hor-
isontal way, forming interest groups, cooking and 
constantly being around others that made up a fluid 
group, that had to cope also with problematics that 
arose - from unrealistic expectations to re-think-
ing the institutions of art. 

We did not assign any roles or projects in advance - 
it all depended on the people present - they engaged 
with others, collaborated on common thought streams 
and the (im)material production of artworks. The 
intense process was presented on the final session 
- an exhibition in process at Zelenica Gallery.



balance / ravnotežje

installation
exhibition so-delo-vanje, curator: jadranka plut, 
galerija alkatraz, metelkova mesto, ljubljana
june 2018

in this installation the artist exposes 6-months 
worth of her personal daily notes, to-do lists and 
schedules, that bare a cruicial role in her life, 
especially at times when she works and produces 
hyper actively. over-burdened, controlled by dead-
lines, thinking only about her work and projects. 
always in a hurry, always under stress. these piec-
es of paper are heavy in their content, so she bal-
ances them out with a rock, representing her strong 
will, accompanied by a small clock, time that pass-
es by. the installation represents the author bet-
ter than the bundle of specific works she created 
in half a year, as they speak about her artistic 
process that she emphasises.



re_humanizacija v

multimedia performance
co-production of zavod sploh & kino šiška
komuna, kino šiška, ljubljana, slovenia
5. 11. 2018
performers: irena tomažin, miha blažic, mina fina, 
marko košnik
photo: urška boljkovac

the composition of the sound and visual performance 
was handed to the visitors of the event. they were 
given tablets and a link to a website to which they 
could all connect and anonymously write their com-
position suggestions. the performers were selec-
tively following their writing in real-time (on a 
screen), reacting to them with the instruments they 
were using - electronic diy sound  machines (hard-
ware and software), voice and video. 

the creation of the piece was democratized, the in-
tense and quick association flow of written words 
was established. chaos in sound and visuals ap-
peared, accordingly to how people were reacting 
with the interface provided.

the main interest of the artist, the creator of the 
concept was the communication between people pres-
ent in the space - the ones performing and the ones 
writing, as well as the temporary (~30min) communi-
ty that was established. 

the moment of synchronisation between the subjects 
didn’t happen. chaos was an integral part of this 
work.



5 faces

five silkscreen prints
80 x 120 cm
exhibition 5faces, theatre mansart, dijon, france
february 2017

by reminiscing her past and interactions the art-
ist constructs five written portraits of unnamed, 
anonymous individuals. The work was created in a 
certain moment of time, leaving the viewers with 
frozen images of the bonds, time and emotion she 
subjectively interprets. In reality, these bonds 
are constantly changing and evolving, as the artist 
thinks about her past experience, continues with 
these relationships and lets the future-self shape 
her view on the past. The work helps her to un-
derstand her invisible internal processes and move 
from anxiousness to prosperity.



unshut

32 analog photographs
photobook
february 2018

this book can never be closed.

in the world that is constantly changing and chal-
lenging us with its unforeseeable fashion regarding 
the social movements and events that fiddle with 
our mindsets artists are the ones that carry the 
sensibility, with which they can reflect in the 
midst of our age.

the book ˝Unshut˝ shows contrasts, we are faced 
with; it poetically explores relations; it juxta-
poses realities; seeking order, playing with aes-
thetics of destruction, it is filled with ambigu-
ities,

photographies are taken in different cities and 
countries, at different times, not containing one 
single image of a human, but nevertheless talking 
about humanity.



chains

series of monotype prints
15 x 15 cm
2017

the series chains was created by placing old, bro-
ken necklaces, chains and other metal particles 
onto a linoleum plate. While doing so, the elements 
are imprinting onto the surface, layering up with 
each new print, until the artist is too tired to 
continue.



afterlife

multimedia installation
dev9t festival, stara ciglana, belgrade, serbia
june 2018
in collaboration with jana nuncic and urša godina

this installation consists of 15 masks, light and 
sound. it could function as a scenography for per-
formances, a poetic site-specific walk-in installa-
tion or a piece to observe in solitude, seeing the 
masks and white textile being rotated by wind, or 
in presence of others - human touch. the installa-
tion thinks about the custom of making post-mortem 
masks, in order to remember the deceased. to some 
creepy, to others ordinary. we wanted to immortal-
ise our faces and think of death in a gentle way.



self-censored

paper, tape
2018

the piece deliberates on the visual pollution, pres-
ent in our everyday. some people learn to ignore 
the advertisements spammed around the public space, 
while others see it. i wanted to think of how it 
would be, if the medium of the poster remains but 
transforms its presence amd meaning from a consum-
eristic tool into a critique of its own existance. 
the work consists of posters turned around, found  
on the floor in the public space. the content of the 
turned-around posters stays hidden for the viewers, 
that still enticipate it, even though they do not 
see it.



kamniti / made out of stone

performance
modri kot, at rog, ljubljana
may 2017
in collaboration with dunia sahir and urška savic

three performers are removing layers of plaster 
during a busy, cheerful evening event. not minding 
the nature of their surroundings, they are smash-
ing the molds. in the end of the performance, the 
revealed shape, deprived of the excess material, 
seems to resemble an egg. the performers wander 
off their primary position, leaving it in a messy 
state and hatch the eggs in different corners of 
the space.


